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A General Line Officer is always faced with what he feela are
mountains of useless paperwork. Aboard ship, the usual operations must
go on while underway and reams of paper are used in making up reports
for one purpose or another. At Navy Headquarters, Washington, D.C.,
various rumors have circulated regarding systems of management to reduce
the heavy paper workload of the operating unit.
This paper is based on a study of the primary program for manage-
ment efficiency that will soon be used fleet wide in the United States
Navy. It is the Navy Maintenance and Material Management System, a com-
bination of three different programs intended to produce the desired
efficiency and feedback required in the complex mechanical and electronic
scope of today* s military operations.
Information on the readiness of a particular unit for combat oper-
ation, show of force, or just inter-type exercises is needed by top plan-
ners to provide the forces necessary in carrying out a given task or
mission. At present these reports of readiness <u*£ numerous and more
often than not duplicates. In this paper, the author has looked into a
program, now in the formative stage, which will provide the necessary
readinesB information of a particular unit or fleet in a complete up-to-
date report from a single source. This Single Readiness Reporting System
iii

is in the fonnulative stage and time will tell if it is a success or
failure.
The effort of this paper is to investigate the programs in detail
and not to judge or make decisions as to their nierit. Several questions
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NATURE OF THE PROBLEM
Man has tried to determine his efficiency by some system of
measurement since the beginning of time. Often he has had to invent or
create a system of measurement that would give the information needed
to determine his success or failure. Particularly in today »s modern
society, this problem exists. The military services have unique prob-
lems in this area since conventional measurement techniques do not de-
termine conditions of readiness, or efficiency of manpower utilisation.
At the end of a business year, a businessman can close his books
and determine, by the amount of dollar profit or loss, whether his busi-
ness is in good condition and just how efficiently it was operated. In
contrast, the commanding officer of a combatant ship awaits the begin-
ning of the fiscal year so that his ship can get its share of the annual
military budget for the operations of his ship. He has no measure in
dollars to determine the efficiency or the operating conditions of the
ship. What, then, does the commanding officer use to measure the con-
ditions of his ship?
A businessman plans, budgets and forecasts the conditions of
the next year to make his business a profit. His measurable success is
the profits resulting from his management. There may also be some side

rewards to his business: such as, furnishing the community with a
badly needed service, bringing in new products for the well being or
economic need of the community, or by measuring his success in terms
of the number of men he employs. These measures apply to his self-
satisfaction only and cannot be documented for the outside world to
judge, as are the profits he has generated.
The commanding officer of a ship does not have the profit
measure to gauge the standards of his ship with those of other ships.
He, therefore, must find another way to show his ship's "growth" and
capabilities.
The problem of establishing a measure of competence and effi-
ciency has been with the Navy for years. There have been many indi-
vidual approaches, but none has really resulted in a simple tool for
use as a measure for a ship.
In the days when the Navy consisted almost completely of manual
labor and leadership there were not the problems that exist today. The
commanding officer provided leadership, and manual labor was easy to
acquire. Today the commanding officer cannot possibly have the knowl-
edge to attack all the technological problems that occur on a ship at
sea. Problems arising from the use of radar, radio, computers, re-
peaters, missiles, fire control and high pressure steam systems require
special knowledge that must be delegated to different individuals.
Therefore, the commanding officer must have experts in these fields
aboard ship. How then can the commanding officer measure the ship as

a whole to determine if it is ready to fulfill its mission and that all
the equipment is in working order.
The military forces today have advanced the science of warfare
and security to a point where specially trained manpower is required to
maintain and operate it. Often a man has had no prior training in the
field to which he is assigned and must obtain all of his technical
training from military schools. When such a man is assigned to a unit,
he is often the only person in the area or aboard ship at sea that has
sufficient knowledge to repair a certain piece of equipment. Since he
is the only expert aboard, how can the commanding officer know that he
is repairing the equipment correctly? Even though he turns the "on"
button and sees the results flash before his eyes, the commander cannot
be certain the equipment is operating according to its design.
The modern electronic machines, fire control apparatus and
other advanced sophisticated equipment aboard a ship are worth millions
of dollars. Having this equipment sit idle because of inoperation or
having it operate below standard is a waste of money, equipment and man-
power.
The equipment of today 1 s modern ship has a standard performance
that is manifested in and required by the specifications of the contract.
The commanding officer of a ship must have some method to ensure that
this equipment is operating as designed and that the men assigned to
repair and maintain this equipment are doing a proper job. He cannot
be an expert in all types of equipment so he must have a means of comparing

various operating performances and standards to ensure reliability and
proper longevity of the equipment.
Although manpower is assumed to be plentiful in the United
States, men with the abilities needed for a particular Job are scarce.
Private industry bids competitively for men who have the capability to
gain the knowledge of today's complex marvel gadgets. The military
forces have trained thousands of men to repair and maintain the equip-
ment peculiar to the military. Not only do the Armed Forces bid against
each other for these men, they also have private industry to contend
with after these men have finished their enlistment contracts. Business
can out bid the military forces for a man's ability by simply promising
more pay, usually after the military has proved the man's capability for
the technical training that is in such demand today. The military
spends much time and money to train a man and private industry gains
this valuable asset at the expense of the taxpayer.
The sifting for qualified men to train in technical areas starts
when a man first enters his basic training. He has little difficulty in
getting the type of special training he wants, provided he has demon-
strated his ability to learn these new skills. Once he is trained, he
is assigned to a particular unit in the Navy and probably finds himself
in a position where only about half of the allotted technicians are
aboard. This undermaraiing of ships is not uncommon as the manpower to
fill the billets is simply not available. Therefore the manpower avail-
able must be utilized in the most efficient manner possible in order to

fulfill all the job requirements of these specialists. Lven in the
non-technical areas an extreme shortage of manpower exists and there
can be very little reduction in the non-technical work required of
every man such as aeck watches, security watches, mess cooking ana
routine record keeping.
The manpower problem in the military is a subject of it3 own
and at present is under study for means of improvement. Xhe manpower
shortage does cause particular problems that can be met with more effi-
cient use of the men available.
The cost of operating one operational ship, or squadron, for a
year would be enough to keep a moderate sized business going. Costs of
fuel, supplies, salaries, repairs and special expenses are costs of
operation. The initial cost of the hardware and plants are not included
in operations. The need for more economical operations is evident when
it is realized that the Navy is operating more ships and aircraft on the
same amount of money or less than in prior years. Many costs can be
reduced by simple procedures that can be aided by the lowest rated man
in the Navy.
Proper and preventative maintenance and more careful handling
of equipment could cut down the enormous repair bills for parts, and
increase the life of the equipment. 3y this method, complete replace-
ment of equipment could be avoided and a more reliable and longer period
of service could be obtained. Educational programs on proper use and
maintenance of the equipment helps to reduce some of the costs. Constant

6supervision by superiors could cut down needless costly repairs, if the
supervisors were available. How then can a commanding officer stimu-
late or motivate his men into the proper frame of mind, to realize effi-
ciency and reliability are required and must be obtained?
Today, in the Navy, a small revolution is going on. Improved
methods of managing our resources, men and materials to maintain our
fleet readiness are being devised.
The Standard Navy Maintenance and Material Management System
(3-M System) was started by the Chief of Naval Operations to provide
the proper tools for the new management era. The tool for the ship's
commanding officer, and the foundation for the 3-K System, is the
Planned Maintenance System which will be described briefly here and in
detail in Chapter II of this paper.
Maintenance and Material Management
The standard Navy Maintenance and Material Management System
(3-M) basically consists of two major programs. These two programs
are:
A - Program Milestone Plan A . — The development and imple-
mentation of a standard system for management of planned
maintenance throughout the operating forces. The system
will emphasize maximum practical maintenance at the lowest
(ship, squadron and station) echelon. The systems incor-
U, S. Department of the Navy, Maintenance and Material Manage-
ment, Vol. I; Shipboard Maintenance . October, 1964.

porated in this plan are actually extensions of mainten-
ance systems now in effect for ships and aviation units.
They are:
i - Planned Maintenance System for Ships.
2 - Maintenance Requirements Card System for Naval
Aviation.
B - Program Milestone Plan B . — The development and implemen-
tation of a uniform Maintenance Data Collection System in
support of the Navy maintenance and material management
program for ships and squadrons of the operating forces.
The Maintenance Data Collection System envisions the uni-
form reporting of essential elements of information con-
cerning each significant maintenance action throughout the
operating forces. This will allow for a single mainline
type of reporting and a central point for this information
to be collected and disseminated.*
These two plans are to be developed simultaneously and imple-
mented progressively into the fleet operating forces and aviation units,
The assignment of responsibilities for implementation included in this
plan are within the normal assignments of functions and responsibilities
within the Navy Department. The overall progress in implementation
will be monitored by the Maintenance and Material Management Project
^U. S. Department of the Navy, Navy Maintenance and Material
Management Manual (Tentative) , October, 1964.

8Group and changes in scope and direction will be recommended to Deputy-
Chief of Naval Operation for Logistics as progress indicated the need.
The 3-M System will give the commanding officer and the top
managers of the Department of , the Navy the necessary data and reports
from a single source. Standardizing the maintenance and reporting
procedures will enable the manager to compare and measure the perform-
ance and maintenance of each unit against a standard. The feedback to
the operating units from this data will give the commanding officer a
tool with which he can better plan his maintenance problems, have better
reliability of equipment, and more efficient use of the manpower he has
available.
The whole plan is nothing more than getting the most effective
use of the men and materials through proper management in order to
place the Navy in a better Combat Ready Condition without the additional
expenditure of funds.
The problem of securing the most effective use of funds allotted
to a unit has long been recognized, but not until recently has this
problem been approached from the standpoint of a standardized reporting
system on maintenance and repairs coordinated at a central point, to
allow for the proper feedback to the operators, so that the information
generated from these reports could be utilized at the operating level.

CHAPTER II
HalXTEKANCE AND MATERIAL MANAGEMENT
The Chief of Naval Operations in January 1963 convened a project
group to recommend to Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Logistics) a
plan of action to Improve the management of maintenance and material
resources in support of the Operating Forces of the Navy, Involved in
the approach of the group were:
1 - Efforts to concentrate management of maintenance within
each command as an entity.
2 - Simplify the many different philosophies and the numerous
reports associated with equipment groupings under the
various technical bureaus.
The project group submitted a recommendation to Deputy Chief of Naval
Operations (Logistics) encompassing two maintenance plans already in
use. These plans included:
1 - Planned Maintenance System for Ships.
2 - Maintenance Requirement Card System for Aviation Units.
In addition a program was included for data gathering and feedback of
information from data digested in a central location to the operating
units as a tool to aid in the management of maintenance.
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These programs were approved by the Chief of Naval Operations
(logistics) and were commenced simultaneously by the issuance by Chief
of Naval Operations of CPNAVIN3T 47C0.16A dated 1 August 1963.
The overall plan of implementation consists of two parallel
programs called:
1 - Program Milestone Flan A.
2 - Program Milestone Plan B.
Program Milestone Plan A
The basic concept followed in this plan consists of fleetwide
extension of a planned maintenance system. This is referred to as the
"Planned Maintenance System." In the Naval Aviation Units the plan is
an extension of the Maintenance Requirements Card System that is pres-
ently in use on newer types of aircraft.
This plan introduces these concepts in a series of action
milestones, Al.C through A7.Cr which encompass only four major efforts
but include separate recognition of the air operating forces. These
major efforts are:
I - Development of Preventive Maintenance Documentation.
The development of a standard maintenance documentation requires
the establishment of a standard format for documentation and distribu-
tion throughout the operating forces (Task Al.l).* The standards to be
''Appendix I, pp. 67-89.
2Appendix I, p. 69.
,
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used will be determined through a very close examination of existing
documentation and more recent developments incorporated in the Planned
Maintenance System, programs previously initiated independently by the
3ureau of Naval Weapons and the Bureau of Ships.
The development and evaluation of standard preventive mainten-
ance documentation for all shipboard systems throughout the operating
forces requires a major effort in the Bureau of Ships and the Bureau of
Naval Weapons. The development of preventive maintenance forms requires
the review of all sources of requirements for maintenance such as bureau
manuals, manufacturers instruction books, fleet and type commander's
instructions, preventive maintenance manuals already in use and all
other requirements placed on the operating forces for preventive main-
tenance reports. These will be used to sort out, tabulate and evaluate
all the requirements. Evaluation will require a critical examination
of requirements to eliminate unnecessary and useless material and to
ensure that all necessary requirements (skills, materials, procedures,
time, tec.) are included in the documents approved. This is being ac-
complished concurrently aboard ship by the Fleet Work Study Groups
working in coordination with the Bureaus to ensure that procedures, times,
skills and materials are consistent with the skills, manpower and materials
available in the operating forces. When completed, all preventive main-
tenance documents will provide the basis for installation of a standard
shipboard maintenance management system.
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The Aircraft Maintenance Requirement Card System satisfies and
is in accordance with the management principles and concepts established
for a standard system for management and accomplishment of preventive
maintenance (Appendix II).-* The standardization of this card was author-
ized 23 July 1964 by Chief of Naval Operations in the issuance of CPNAV
470C. 17A which stetee:
The purpose of this Instruction is to prescribe the
essentia,! elements of information, and the minimum standards
for presenting preventive maintenance requirements in document
form, for use within the ships of the operating forces. The
standard document will be referred to and titled T'.aintenance
Requirement Card. 1 CPNAV Form 4700
i
.1.*
II - Development of Uniform Standards of Maintenance Planning,
Control and Recording
The development of a standard maintenance management system
requires the determination of the definition of the basic elements of
such a system. (Task A3.0).* f accomplish this task a comprehensive
review of the Planned Maintenance System currently in operation in the
Atlantic and Pacific Fleets was evaluated. In addition, the require-
ments for record keeping within a ship in support of the maintenance
function was determined by means of a Fleet work Study Project carried
out during the service test of the maintenance data collection system
afloat
.
3Appendix II, p. 91-95.
^i. S. Department of the iiavy, Office of the Chief of Naval
Operations, OPNAY Instruction 4700. 17A . 23 July 1964, p. 1.





Currently, detailed instructions governing maintenance admin-
istration, planning, control and record keeping are documented in Bureau
of Naval Weapons directives which set forth the Naval Aircraft Mainten-
ance Program. However, these policies and procedures have undergone
major revisions in order to reflect and be compatible with improved
availability of maintenance management data collection and machine proc-
essing.
Ill - Installation of Standard Maintenance Management
Throughout the Operating Forces
The installation of a standard shipboard maintenance management
system throughout the operating forces (Task A5.0), will proceed in
accordance with the scheduled development of preventive maintenance
documentation under Task II, C. The basic concept underlying the planned
schedule is to derive the greatest benefit to the largest number at the
earliest date possible. The installation process in regard to a partic-
ular ship or unit is simple. However, the installation of this system
in a large number of ship3 in a short period of time is quite a problem
and will require training a large number of installation teams. The
Fleet Type Commanders will be required to supply these short term per-
sonnel to meet the planned schedule of installation.
The installation of the standard aviation planned maintenance
management system throughout the operating forces and shore establish-
ment (Task A6.0)" will be conducted coincident with the installation of
Appendix I, p. 74.
7
Appendix I, p. 75.
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the standard maintenance data collection system. Installation within
Fleet, FleetKarine Force and Shore Establishment maintenance activities
commenced on a planned b*sis in January 1964 and is to be completed
early in 1965.
IV - Tevelopnent of a System to Control the Standard
The development of a system for control of the standard main-
tenance management system (Task A7.0) consists of:
A. Revising new equipment/new system procurement specifica-
tions to provide adequate preventive maintenance documentation.
B. Including the evaluation of equipment maintenance require-
ments during fleet evaluation.
C. Installing a standard maintenance management system in new
ship construction.
D. Controlling the preventive maintenance documentation through-
out the operating forces.
Program Milestone Plan B
The basic objective in the establishment of a maintenance data
collection system is to provide required information and statistics as
a basis upon which managers can effectively and efficiently manage the
Navy's maintenance and material resources. Studies of Lhe U. 6. Air
Force Maintenance Management System indicate that the principles and
procedures of data collection contained therein are capable of adapta-
tion to the overall Navy requirement. The adaptation will be compar-
Appendix I, p. 76.
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atively direct in Naval Aviation; however the adaptation to ships will
require certain modifications. The system that is being developed will
be one which is considered to contain the best balance of management
versus technical data requirements.
The first requirement of Plan B was to determine the Navy Main-
tenance Data Collection System requirement (Task B1.0)/ It was con-
sidered feasible to accomplish this task in the stated time frame based
on the assumption that the U. S. Air Force Maintenance Management System
contained the essential management principles and that these principles
could be adapted to the Navy system. During the time frame, an actual
service test was conducted within the surface force and aviation environ-
ment. It was planned that these tests and the formal review scheduled
to begin October 1963 and completed by April 1964 would proviae the
opportunity to make necessary adjustments and refinements prior to in-
stallation fleetwide. These tests provided the opportunity to define
management responsibilities, functions, and information required a.i each
management level in the Fleet and in the Bureaus, and at the same time
provide an opportunity to establish documented proceaures for Navy-wide
application.
The accomplishment of this task is the responsibility of tne
Maintenance and Material Management Project Center, under the direct
control of the Chief of Naval Operations. Personnel representing Naval
^Appendix I, p. 82.
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Surface Forces, Naval and Marine Aviation, and technical advisors from
the 0. B, Air Force have been assigned to this center. It will be the
mission cf the Project Center to perform the day-to-day tasks associ-
ated with implementing the overall Staff Working Group plans. The
Project Center has been organized with three functional areas:
1 - Data Collection
2 - Tata Processing
3 - Tata Analysis
Functions performed in the Data Collection area will include:
A - Providing "Mobile Training Teams" to the ships and air
stations selected for service testing to train Maintenance personnel
in the mechanics of irrplenenting the Deception Time Accounting and
Maintenance Data Collection System.
B - Monitoring the evaluation activities after the implementa-
tion of Exception Time Accounting and Maintenance Data Collection to
determine problem areas and elements not compatible with Navy organ-
ization and procedures.
C - Altering Exception Time Accounting and Maintenance Data
Collection forms and procedures as required to develop the Navy Main-
tenance Data Collection System.
Functions performed in the Data Processing area will include:
A - Providing designated service test activities with Electronic
Data Processing/Electronic Accounting Machine Procedures and equipment
required to process data.
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B - Provide training for Electronic Systems and key punch
operators as required.
C - Determine data analysis methods to be utilized in the Navy
Data Collection System.
For purposes of the total project effort, the service test of
Maintenance Data Collection System for Naval Aviation (Task B2.0)10
has been accomplished by expanding the test currently in progress at
Naval Air Station (NAS) Oceana. This limited test has proven the
feasibility of collecting, processing, and analyzing required data at
a Naval Shore Activity. In addition, the plan is being expanded to all
squadrons of a designated Carrier Air Group when ashore and in a desig-
nated aircraft carrier, thus carrying the test aboard ship. 3y April
1964, all squadrons at NAS Oceana and one Marine Air Group were trained
and placed on the Exception Time Accounting and the Maintenance Data
Collection Systems. In addition the NAS Oceana Supply Department was
mechanized to provide requisite supply support. (See Figure I).
The shipboard test plan was based on the selection of the destroyer
ship class as a counterpart to the aircraft. For this service test it was
planned to utilize designated destroyer squadrons and tender repair de-
partments reporting "on equipment maintenance."^- The data generated in
each ship was key punched and edited. It was then forwarded to the data
10Appendix I, p. 83.
^Note: For the purposes of this paper fictitious numbers will be




































processing facility in the tender where it was machine-processed to
produce the required management reports. Shipboard procedures and in-
structions were prepared, instructors and implementing personnel quali-
fied and trained, and ships company, both reporting ships and tender,
were also trained. Work Unit Code Manuals were prepared and Electronic
Data Processing Machine equipment was installed. By initiating data
collection during August 1963 and utilizing several reporting ships and
one tender for shop repair effort, a period of six months during the
formal service test was available for adjusting and refining procedures.
In order to be able to define an overall Navy Data Collection
System (Task B/*.0)12 which includes:
1 - A definition of management responsibilities,
2 - A definition of management functions,
3 - A definition of information required at each management level.
This task encompasses the conduct of a formal review of both the air and
surface trial. During the six month formal service test the Staff Working
Group depended heavily on the capabilities of the Maintenance and Material
Management Center, Fleet and Type Commanders, and testing activities.
The final Navy Automatic Data Processing System is the result
of the formal service test. This effort had to, of necessity, recognize
all existing systems requiring data produced by machine methods. Cur-
rently the several technical bureaus have established mechanized data
collection systems. Implicit in this task is the requirement to investi-
-^Appendix I, p. 85.
•
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gate these existing syster.s with the objective of consolidation into a
single data collection and automated data processing system . In order
to accomplish this task it must be recognized that adequate in-house Navy
capability does not exist. This can only be accomplished by a highly
qualified government-industry team in which the industry participants
must have a thorough knowledge of current Navy requirements and procedures
as well as the capability tc respond at a very early date to the generated
requirements .^
Turing the period 1 October 1963 to 1 April 196i* the Navy Data
Collection System requirements were defined. Also, during this period,
implement 3ticn cf the *'avy System commenced in the form of planning,
training, electronic data process machine acquisition, ana finalization
of detailed instructions as requirements are conferred. Starting in April
196i*, the Navy System was implemented on a progressive basis. It wa3 to
have included all Naval Air activities by January 1965 and all surface
force activities by January i960 with 100/6 completion of installations in
late 1966. (See Figure 2 for schedule.)
^U. S. Department of the Navy, Office of the Chief of Naval
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The formulation of the 3-M program1 relies heavily on existing
maintenance programs. These are:
1 - Planned Maintenance Systems for shipboard use.
2 - Maintenance Requirements Card for aviation use.
The author for the remainder of this paper will concentrate on
the shipboard aspect to illustrate the overall program in operation.
What is the Planned Maintenance System? It is a tool for:
1 - Availability of equipment for mission support.
2 - Reliability of equipment without compromise of schedule or
quality.
3 - Pull service life of equipment at a minimum of cost.
4 - Maximum utilization of skilled personnel.
5 - Control for quick reaction to changes.
Control is one of the most important elements of management, yet
is the one feature required by a manager that is most lacking. Flexible
control available in the Planned Maintenance Systems emphasizes the vital
Maintenance and Material Management.
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difference between haphazard maintenance procedure and a planned and
managed maintenance program.
In this program a simple set of forms have been designed to
eliminate much of the paper work that has often bogged down such programs
in the past. The tools of the system designed to make the program simple,
concise and on a level that everyone can understand are:
1 - Equipment List , — Lists all maintainable items aboard the
ship. During the installation of the system aboard a ship the lists
will be checked against all equipment aboard.
2 - Maintenance Requirement Card . — The Jlaintenance Requirement
Card (referred to as MRC) is a 5" X Bu card designed for the detailed
guidance of maintenance personnel performing a specific preventive main-
tenance task on a specific item of equipment. In addition to detailed
instructions to the personnel performing the maintenance (tools and
parts required and step-by-step procedures), it also lists information
needed by supervisory and scheduling personnel (frequency of accomplish-
ment, minimum skill levels required and time to accomplish).-* A complete
deck of all MRC's for planned maintenance tasks on all equipment in a
shipboard department will constitute a completed and detailed guide to
all maintenance actions that can be anticipated, planned for and scheduled
in advance. These complete MRC decks will eliminate the necessity for
and replace portions of maintenance publications insofar as preventive
maintenance is concerned.
Appendix II, p. 91.












1. Clean and lubricate all gear trains.








1. De-energize inputs to amplifier and tag out of service.
2. \void prolonged contact with Inhibited methyl chloroform.
'OOLS PARTS *LS. TEST EQUIPMENT
6" Screwdriver
Tube Lubripl-ite
Vz Fint inhibited methyl chloroform
Clean dry rag
BROCEOURE
1. a. Open cover of amplifier and lock in rlace.
b. Loosen latch for synchro section, alida synchro
section out and remove to workbrn^h. Set upnidn down
on bench.
c. Remove 9Crewo from bottom plate to expose gear
trains.
d. Clean .Tear trains with clean rag dampened wjth
inhibited methyl chloroform. Avoid prolonged contact
with inhibited methyl chloroform.
e. Inspect gears for wear, mesh and freedom.
f. Lubricate gears with small amount of lubriplate
lubricant.
g. rieplace cover, tighten connections in synchro
section of amplifier case.
h. Conduct quarterly maintenance.
i. Replace synchro section, secure units. Energi28
system and check receivers for proper indication.
1C Room
MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENT CARD
OPNAV FORM 4700-1 (Rev. 1-64)
Figure 3
3 - Cycle Schedules.^ — The Cycle Schedules for a ship show all
planned maintenance actions (except weekly or daily actions) by item of
equipment and by quarter in which performed. The time frame covered by
the Cycle Schedule is the entire period between overhauls for a particular
^Appendix II, p. 92.
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class of ship as prescribed by higher authority. 5 since a Cycle Schedule
is prepared for each Maintenance Group in a ship, its use will permit
equalization of the Maintenance Group's preventive maintenance workload
throughout the overhaul cycle . The Fleet Work Study Group will assist
the type commander in preparation of the initial Cycle Schedules for the
prototype ships and the type commander will prepare the schedule for sub-
sequent ships under his control.
U - Quarterly Schedules . ' — From the Cycle Schedule, the depart-
ment head will prepare Quarterly Schedules, for current and subsequent
quarters. The Quarterly Schedule serves as a directive for maintenance
group supervisors in scheduling weekly maintenance. It also serves as a
permanent ship's record, at the end of the quarter, of the planned main-
tenance accomplished or not accomplished.
m
5 - Weakly Schedules . — From the Quarterly Schedules, mainten-
ance group supervisors will prepare Weekly Schedules specifying personnel
by name, to accomplish the actions required by specific Maintenance
Requirement Cards for each day of the week. Scheduling of recurring
daily or weekly maintenance actions, not specified in the Cycle or Quar-
5The overhaul schedules for a class of ship are currently de-
scribed in OPNAV 4700.7 series of Instructions. The latest revision to
this series should be checked to find a particular overhaul schedule.
"Typical maintenar.ee groups in the Engineering Department of a
Destroyer are Forward Fngineroom, After Engineroom, Forward Fireroom,
After Fireroom, Electrical, Internal Communication, Auxiliary, and
Shipfitters
.
'Appendix II, p. 93.
^Appendix II, p. 94.
.
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terly Schedules, will also be accomplished by the Weekly Schedule. At
the end of the week all work scheduled will be shown on the Quarterly
Schedule as accomplished or not accomplished.
6 - Manual Index Pages ."— Upon completion of preparation of
a set of Maintenance Requirement Cards for any given item of equipment,
a Manual Index Page wiH be prepared , by the Technical Bureau, listing
all MRC's for that particular equipment plus essential scheduling infor-
mation. Figure 4 illustrates a completed Maintenance Index Page of a
Planned Maintenance System Manual. The Maintenance Index Page illus-
trated is for a Portable Gasoline Driven Pump.
Manual index pages will be numbered with a capital letter or
number designation for the appropriate system followed by a non-signif-
icant page number within the system. Manual index pages prepared to
replace an existing page shall bear the same page number as the original.
A new issue date will be inserted at the bottom of the page. When Manual
Index Pages are completed for an equipment on a snip they will become a
part of the ship's Planned Maintenance System Manual. These pages will
then provide the basic sources of information from which department heads,
division officers and leading petty officers can schedule preventive
maintenance
.
The control over the maintenance program for a particular ship
is positive. The officer and men can see what has to be done, when it
has to be done, who is to do it and when and if the job was completed.
^Appendix II, p. 95.
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operation.
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Using the Quarterly Schedule, a department head can plan the
maintenance and manpower requirements tc the best advantage. The
weekly schedule is made up from the quarterly schedule, specifying
assignments for specific personnel in his department. Ivfien the work
has been completed, it is crossed off the schedule ; if not completed,
it is rescheduled to fit the time and manpower that will be available
to use for maintenance.
The flexibility of the system allows for many contingencies.
For instance, if Brown, Machinist Mate 3> is sick today and is unable
to perform his scheduled maintenance assignment, a look at the weekly
schedule will show that Green, Machinist Kate, Fireman, is capable of
doing the job and has the time available. Also if neither Green nor
anyone capable were not available, the job would be rescheduled for
the next day or later. By knowing months or quarters in advance what
the maintenance requirements will be, the division officer will have
amole time to plan ahead and make changes when required. If the sched-
ule calls for a cnaarterly maintenance assignment on a particular piece
of equipment but operating requirements will not permit, there are
still two months left in the quarter to complete the scheduled mainten-
ance.
Simplicity is the key feature of the Planned Maintenance System.
Staff workload is reduced and a heavy load of paperwork is eliminated.
Indecision is eliminated as clear instructions are furnished as to what
is to be done, when, where, by whom, how much time it will take and with
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what tools it can be accomplished. Everybody from top to bottom knows
what is to be done and if it is done.
The Planned Maintenance System is standardized and therefore will
eliminate many of the overlapping and controversial instructions that




DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM - SHIPBOARD
The data collection is really the only new part of the 3M program
that is entirely new. The other parts of the program were in existence
and were extended or revised to fit into the overall program for manage-
ment.
The Maintenance Data Collection System is designed to provide a
means of recording maintenance actions in detail so that a great variety
of information may be retrieved concerning maintenance action and the
performance of equipment involved.
In addition to recording maintenance actions performed the system
further provides data concerning when the need for maintenance was dis-
covered, how equipment malfunctioned, how many manhours were expended,
which equipment was involved, what delays were incurred, the reasons for
delay, and the technical specialty or rating which performed the main-
tenance.
The Maintenance Data Collection System provides a document for
recording, at the source and by maintenance personnel, information con-
cerning planned and corrective maintenance. This information is recorded
by means of codes to permit machine processing. Each maintenance action
is reported. A maintenance action is any corrective or preventive action




condition. The action consumes manhours or material or both. Routine
planned preservation and daily or weekly planned maintenance check actions
are not to be reported.
The three documents used to record maintenance actions are de-
scribed briefly below.
1. OPNAV Form 4700-2B. (Shipboard Maintenance Action.) A single
copy form used to record maintenance actions on board a ship/activity.
2. OPNAV Form 470C-2C. (Work Request.) A four part form used
as a work request or a request for outside assistance and for final docu-
mentation of action taken to complete the maintenance requested of the
repair activity.
3. OPNAV Form 470C-2D. (Deferred Action.) A two part form used
to record a maintenance action which is deferred because of ship opera-
tions, lack of spare parts, or the need for outside assistance. The
effectiveness of the system depends on the individual worker performing and
reporting the maintenance action, accurately and completely to a data col-
lection center or focal point for the Maintenance Data Collection organ-
ization, which will be established aboard each ship or activity. Work
Center Supervisors are responsible for ensuring that all maintenance data
forms are complete and accurate and that a document is submitted for each
applicable action. A listing of errors will be prepared periodically by
the Maintenance Support Office showing the type of errors and the work
centers responsible. This listing will be sent to each command to assist
in training and evaluation of documentation.
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A more detailed description of organization, documents and docu-
mentation flow will be found later in this chapter.
The installation of the Maintenance Data Collection System aboard
ship requires no change to existing shipboard organization. A central,
functional maintenance control will be designated by the commanding officer
and will be responsible for ensuring accuracy and completeness of all
documents prior to transmittal. Further amplification and .guidance in
maintenance control functions will be promulgated by higher authority.
Activities or ships that are designated for machine processing
services will have a data processing section. Staffing of this section
will be determined by local conditions and further amplified by type or
area comiander requirements.
Figure 5 illustrates the flow of information collected by the
Maintenance Data Collection System of the 3-M program. The basic docu-
ment is prepared aboard a ship and forwarded to the tender or activity
designated to convert the information into form for machine processing.
From this point the information goes to a central maintenance support
office which maintains the master files. From here the overall reports
required and requested by various commanders, technical bureaus and the
ship itself are prepared and forwarded.
The use of a single center to prepare these reports from a single
source from the ships enables the wholesale reduction of paperwork and
^U, S. Department of the Navy, Navy Maintenance and Material























allows more reliable information to be gathered and machine processed
than would be possible to accomplish aboard each individual ship.
Documentation and Flow of
Docmaentaiion
The following information is related to filling out Form 4700-25
(see Figure 6, page 35) and Form 47CO-2Z, (Figure 8, page 37). In addition
to the sample forms a flow chart indicating the processing steps of ec.ch
of these documents follows the forms in Figure 7, page 36 for Form 4700-2S
and Figure 9, page 38 for Form 4700-21:.
I — Form 4700-23 and Form 47Q0-2D .
3L0CK A — Ships Name and Hull Number.
Example : USS BLOT DD 999.
BLOCK 1 — Administrative Organization.
Zxangle: A ship assigned to Desron 14 would be
entered as D 140.
BLOCK 2 — Ships Accounting Number. This accounting number
is obtained from KAVCO&P? Manual, Volume II,
Chapter 5.
Example ; 05772
BLOCK 3 — Maintenance Control Number. This four digit entry-
is made for document control purposes. The number
shall be assigned consecutively, beginning with
001 and ending at 9999 within the fiscal year.
BLOCK 4 — Date. Enter day, month and year the maintenance
is accomplished, or in case of a work request,
the date the request is submitted.
Ixample ; 28 08 4 (28 Aug. 1964).
3L0CK 5 — Equipment Identification Code. Enter from the
Equipment Identification Code Manual (EIC) the
appropriate seven letter number code which iden-
tifies the system, subsystem, component and/or
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BLOCK 6 — Work Center, ,jiter tne tnree letter number
code from Appendix 3 of Navy Maintenance and
Material Management iianuax.
Example ; S 70 (Engineering Department, Machinist
Mate )
.
BLOCK 7 — Assisting Work Center. Xnis bloc* will be filled
out only when assistance is received from an
activity not under the Maintenance Data Collection
System.
jj&aiuple ; Civilian Contractor.
BLOCK 3 — riepair Activity Account Wo. Leave Bxank.
... j — How ;iaifunction/Maintenance iiequireaient Caru.
Enter the three digit code from Appendix C of
Navy Maintenance ana Material Management Manual,
which describes best the trouble found.
Example ; 381 (Leaking).
BLOCK 10 — Discovered. Enter the appropriate code from
Appendix D of the Navy Maintenance and Material
Management Manual the time the maintenance
requirement was discovered.
Lxanpie ; C (During equipment operation).
BLtXK 11 — Action Taken. Enter from Appendix E of the Navy
Maintenance and Material Management Manual, the
code which best describes the maintenance action
taken on the equipment identified in BLOCK 5.
Example: D (Repaired, no spare parts required.)
BLOCK 12 — Units. Enter the number of identical items,
identified in BLOCK 5, on which the same main-
tenance action was attemptec or performed.
Example ; 01.
BLOCK 13 — Manhours. On completion of the maintenance
action, enter the total manhours expended by
all shipboard personnel to the nearest tenth
of MB hour.
Example ; 0040 (4 manhours).
BLOCK E — Equipment Down Time. This entry will only be




BLOCK 14 — Serial ;jumber. Inter U dpaent serial number
on equipment specified under separate instruc-
tion. If the »s not have to be
listed by serial number list a simple noun de-
scription of 13 characters or less.
''xaitple ; MT 51 (5 B Gunmount #51).
BLOCK 20 — Equipment Time. Enter to the nearest hour the
ejiipraent operating time at the time the mal-
function is discovered, as obtained from instal-
lation or oper - ,i logs.
Example : 1531 (1531 hours of operating time).
BLOCK 21 — Alteration Identification. If an alteration is
to be eonpletedj bbc Alteration Identification
number is to be entered.
BLOCK F — Description/Remarks. A brief description in
simple tens of the malfunction occurring and
action ta*en to correct it.
lple ; Main stean valve #5 leaking. Repacked
main stc&a valve #5.
BLOCK L — #3 Signature. Signature of the person who actually
performed the corrected or preventive maintenance.
Example : Sara Fix MM2.
BLOCK K — #4 Signature. This block is used for the signature
of the supervisor of the man that corrected the
discrepancy and indicates the work was completed
and the document submitted is complete and correct.





II — Form 4700-5: . Work Requests, form 4700-2C, will be used by
ships to request assistance from repair activities other than ship yards.
Wnrk requests will be submitted for repair activity assistance and for all
scheduled availabilities, tferk requests will be forwarded as directed by
higher authority. Hie timely submission of work requests is to the ad-
vantage of the ship requesting assistance, since it permits the repair
activity to schedule work, procure materials where feasible, assign any

uavailabilities necessary at other repair activities, and determine special
time consuming problems.
OPNAV Form 4700-2C is a four part form and will be used in the
manner discussed in the following paragraphs of this chapter. (See Figures
10, 11, 12 and 13 for examples of 4700. 2C. See Figure 14 for a flow Chart
of the processing of the data from Form 4700. 2C.)
Block entries that are identical with Form 47C0.2B and 4700. 2D
will not be described in this portion of this paper. For reference to
these blocks see description of Form 4700.2B.
BLOCK C — Leave Blank.
BLOCK 15 — Leave Blank.
BLOCK 16 — Requesting Work Center. Enter the three letter/
number code that identifies the department, rating,
shop or group that is requesting assistance from
a repair activity. The work center codes may be
found in Appendix B to Navy Maintenance and
Material Management Manual.




BLOCK 17 — Desired Completion Date. Enter the five number
code that identifies the day, month and year the
work must be completed by the repair activity.
Example ; 29084
29 Aug. 1964.
BLOCK 18 — Service. Enter the single letter code from
Appendix G of Navy Maintenance and Material Manage-
ment Manual to indicate the type assistance the
requesting ship will furnish the repair activity
in completing the requested maintenance.
Example: A (Deliver and call for.)
BLOCK D — Leave Blank.
BLOCK G, H, and J — Contacts. Enter the name and rate of









































with the work to be performed by the repair ac-
tivity. This should be one from each duty sec-
tion. These individuals will be contacted by the
repair activity for any additional information
required to complete the job.
BLOCK K - Signature #1. This block is used by the com-
manding officer or his authorized representative
to indicate command approval of the request for
repair assistance.
Work Request form 4700. 2C will be initiated by the ship requesting
repair activity assistance. The disposition of copies is as follows:
The requesting activity will assign a maintenance control number
and have the work request signed in Block "K" by the commanding officer
or his authorized representative. Copy #1 will be retained on board by
the requesting activity. Copies #2, 3 and 4 will be forwarded to the
Type Comnander Material Representative, if he is to review the work requests,
or if not, directly to the repair activity. After review a code will be
entered in Block 11 to indicate if the Work Request was approved or dis-




The proper application of good management practice to produce
efficiency in maintenance and materials consumed is of little use unless
the top executive of an organization knows the status of the particular
equipment or groups of equipment that are involved.
Today in the United States Navy there are over 36 reports that
indicate the combat readiness of a ship, aircraft or divisions and groups
of ships and aircraft.
A single report to indicate the Combat Readiness of a unit is
necessary because the requirements for readiness information imposed by
commanders at every level, from the commanding officer of a ship to the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, are steadily increasing. The need is for quanti-
tative and up-to-date information, in terms that mean the same thing to
everybody. Readiness is still not expressed in mutually understood terms
and this is a requirement that must be settled before any uniform program
for reporting to a single commander can be placed into operation.
In March 1965 a conference was scheduled to look into a Navy
Operational Readiness Reporting System and one of the first items on the
*U. S. Navy Department, Fleet Re adines 3 Analysis System Develop-
ment Plan (Draft)




agenda was to settle on a definition of common terms. In this agenda
were such words as proficiency, performance, preparedness, endurance,
readiness, elements of readiness, continuing readiness, readiness stand-
ards, operational readings and mission area. The samples indicated
above are used every day by Navy personnel, and almost every one of them
can give a definition to these terms, but the question is how many will
give the same definition. This is the problem to be solved first .
Jingle steadiness Information System
After the problem of definitions ha3 been settled, then the
approach to a Single Headiness Information System can be started. The
purpose of a Single readiness Information System will be to serve as a
uniform insturment for ccmr;unieating a Fleet Commander's opinion as to
the readiness of the forces under his command.
The essential characteristics of an adequate and useful readi-
ness information system are that it must:
A. Express the Elements of Readiness possessed and non-pos-
sessed by each operational unit with whatever degree of
currency the commander may require.
B. Establish confidence as to the reliability of the readi-
ness expressed.
C. Be feasible with respect to administration communications,
equipment and personnel requirements.
XIbid .. p. 1.
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D. Enable operational commanders to exert continuous control
over the nature and degree of detail of information desired,
reported and recorded.
E. Be useful to the units which originate the necessary reports.
F. Provide an output suitable and adaptable to all operational
and analytical uses without modifying or adding to any
source reports. Such uses would include:
(1) Employment of operational decisions in emergency situ-
ations or combat.
(2) Correlation of unit readiness with group, force or
fleet readiness.
(3) Correlation of current stated readiness with the results
of exercises, wargsnes or operations involving units
under study.
(A) Ready translation into formats or categories required
by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
(5) Identification of areas that require additional
training.
(6) Tisplay to personnel of a unit, the up-to-date readiness
status of their own and associated units.
A Readiness Inforr-iticn System must be adapted to meet the above
listed requirements and to replace the present multiplicity of readiness
reports by a single system that will report all the needed information
and still remain simple.
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In the concept of "Elements of Readiness" a proposed plan that
is to be studied is as follows:
The mission areas of all units could be covered by seven pre-
assigned operational capabilities codes which are:
1 - Strike warfare.
2 - Anti-Air Warfare.
3 - Anti-submarine Warfare.
U - Surface Defense Warfare.
5 - Fleet Support Mission.
6 - Non Combat Mission.
7 - Mobility.
All units will not be required to report in all Mission Areas as it is
obvious that some units will not have capabilities in all areas.
Each mission area will have a degree of readiness which will be
in conformance with those prescribed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. They
are:
1 - Fully Ready.
2 - Ready — readiness significantly impaired by minor
deficiencies,
3 - Marginal Ready — readiness seriously impaired by major
deficiencies,
4 - Not Ready.
There are several categories of factors that will limit a unit's readi-
ness. These could include, but are not limited to, personnel, training,
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material, supplies and intelligence. Each of these factors have a bearing
as to why a unit is not Fully Ready for all Mission Areas it is capable
of accomplishing. Each should be reported as a basis for the Unit Com-
mander on which to make an evaluation of the overall readiness of his
forces.
Although consistency and uniformity are important, the essential
value of the Elements of Readiness concept is that it provides the com-
mander with a simple tool by which he way choose the degree of aeta.il
which he desires to record. A data processing system which keeps track
of "Elements of iieauiness" must therefore be designed to accommodate any
changes the using commander may choose to implement. As an example, a
commander may wish uo keep track of Chose units which <»re not qualified
in anti-air warfare, or those -hat are not qualified to iiaiiule shore
bombardment. He must be able to choose whichever he pleases, and there-
after be assured that this information will be accurately recorded as
long as he deems it necessary.
As soon as a definite list is established of operational abilities
which a unit should possess, it then will become possible for a unit com-
mander to express the units readiness in communicable terns and use uhese
reports for many types of analyses. It will become pos3iole to correlate
the results of inter-type and fleet type exercises *ith the readiness cf
each participating unit. This will give the commander an up-to-date
operational evaluation of the capabilities rather than a word description
as transmitted by the commanding officer.
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Wh^n the recording is accomplished in an Automatic Data processing
facility then the coramander may rearrange, combine or communicate up-to-
date readiness information to any number of consumers. He will be able
to do this in any form he finds useful, with a minimum of effort and with-
out duplicate reports by the originating units
•
Readiness, regardless of its condition, will be of little use for
overall planning unless reports get into the right hands in a timely
fashion. Therefore reporting of Elements of Readiness must be uniform and
accurate, * S3 lent of pjsadiness lost by an operating unit by reason
of any deficie.ncy in material, personnel or training, will be reported to
a fleet computer facility by an abbreviated message.* The message will
report an individual's abilities in the negative or will indicate that he
does not possess the capability to carry out a specified mission. There-
for the absence of a report will indicate Folly Qualified.
The abilities reported as "non-possessed" by a unit will be taken
from lists of L< nta of Readiness made up or approved by the type com-
manders much as now covered in the exercises prescribed by the type
training instruction. The fleet or type contenders will also prescribe
the criteria for non-posaession of each element. For example, retention
of an ability to "conduct effective gunfire against surface targets at
short-range" might be specified to require a g inimuni score in
standard short-r-:n£e gunnery exercise. The ability would be considered
^Forms for the abbreviated messages will be worked out at a
later conference *hsn all requirements for reports have been decided.
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lost by a unit, and reported "non-possessed," if such exercises were
failed, or if the unit commander considered that the criteria could no
longer be net. This might result froir. transfer of key personnel, equip-
nent being out of commission, or lack of opportunity to maintain an
adequate stite of training.
If readiness information is to be valid, it must stem from a
source which has close and timely knowledge of the status of each element.
Thus if a unit commander were separated from one of the ships in his unit,
he might find it useful to have the commanding officer keep him informed
of elements of readiness lost, or, more simply, to delegate temporary
authority to the commanding officer to make the necessary change reports
directly to th?- co-tauter facility. The procedure must be simple enough
to enable reporting frosr the level of the individual ccnmanding officer
without putting excessive administrative burdens on him.
In order to strengthen the objective of readiness information the
present once-a-year operational readiness inspection will be replaced by
a system of continuous operational readiness evaluation. Under this pro-
cedure the unit commander or his seniors in the chain of command will
select several elements of readiness for testing on a single occasion.
This selection for testing shall be within the areas the individual units
state they are qualified. The test should be held on an unannounced basis
and at irregular time intervals, that is, not in a set pattern of time for
testing an individual ship, such as every third month, every other month
or even once each year. The test should be given as often as deemed
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necessary and the same tests repeated If required on each occasion. The
elements to be tested that the units indicate they are eligible for will
be selected at mathematical random. Each will be tested as to whether
the required operational product is limited by any deficiency in condi-
tion of msterial, adequacy of personnel, or state of training.
The correlation of unit readiness with fleet exercise results can
be assisted by machine recording the conclusions presented in fleet
exercise reports. For example, a conclusion to the effect that "Airborne
Early Warning Aircraft" were ineffective in detecting low flying aircraft
between 50 and 100 miles from the force can be entered into an Automatic
Tata Process file and recalled at will by programming "key words" such as
"Airborne Early -Taming" or "Low Flyer." The recorded readiness of each
participating unit with respect to its ability to detect low flyers, or
to operate effectively with Airborne Early Warning aircraft, can be sorted
in the same way. Conclusions may then be drawn as to whether the exercise
result was the fault of inadequate equipment, or of inability to employ
the equipment available, and of how these conclusions compare to those
reached in other analyzed exercises, synthetic war games or operational
studies.
To the extent that recorded readiness information can lead to a
dangerous over-confidence in its reliability, the procedure may serve as
an improved basis for recognition of progress and reward of achievement
in high readiness maintenance. The progress of units of different types
and classes may be equitably compared, and each unit may be kept continu-
ously appraised of its own readiness and the progress of other units, with
very little paperwork. Since Elements of Readiness can be written as
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useful training goals, an improved basis can be established to integrate
interns!, type, and intertype training into a smooth progression of
operational proficiency during each unit's tr lining cycle.
The Single Readiness Information System is at present under study
and development and indicates a bold step forward in standardizing terms
and concepts of readiness. This can result in mors accurate information
as veil as a common basis for comparing units as to their readiness. It
also shows that a flexible system can be built to e:ctract the necessary
data acquired by the several Technical Bureaus, Senior Commanders and
individual units themselves with a minimum of paperwork and no duplica-
tion of efforts or heavy administrative burdens.
The Single Readiness Information System plan will be developed by
tasks as set forth below:^*
Task Title
1 Establishment of a Single Readiness Information
System on a test Oasis.
2 .stabli3hment of prototype Elements and Standards
of Readiness for a Task Group.
3 Translation of r*adine?s information and display
syste,
.
U Unit readiness internal information and display
system.
5 Evaluation of validity of readiness expressed.
6 element ation of Single Readiness Information






7 Evaluation of expression of readiness.
8 Review of Casualty Reporting System.
9 Integrated Naval Force Status and Deployment
System.
10 Improvement of compatibility of automated infor-
mation systems.
11 Automated library of conclusion of significance
to readiness.
12 Establishment of Chief of Naval Operations Fleet
Readiness Analysis Center.
13 Employment of Fleet Readiness Analysis System
Information for purposes of operational decision
making and support of Navy programs.
1U Monitoring of Fleet Readiness Analysis System
Development Plan.
The Fleet Readiness Analysis System mentioned in Tasks 12, 13 and
14 is a plan to make readiness information available for analysis of
causes of changes in readiness and for establishing useful relationships
between Fleet Readiness and Navy Programming.
One basic question emerges from a study of the Single Reporting
System. How can a Single Reporting System be developed allowing each
Type or Fleet Commander to develop his own criteria for information to
be reported? It appears that a single readiness information system should
be established by the Chief of Naval Operations to support the Fleet
Readiness Analysis System and any additional information required by a
fleet, type or unit commander will be obtained from data included in a




In the previous chapter the discussion was directed toward a
Single Reporting System which will indicate on a uniform basis the oper-
ational readiness of each individual unit in the United States Navy.
Since this proposed program is still under study and no decisions have
been made regarding its implementation, a final analysis of its progress
will have to be made. The recognition that such a program is required
for the use of top managers in their overall planning and decision
making will inevitably result in some type of finalized procedures for
this purpose.
The Maintenance and Material Management Program was originated
in August 1963. Since its start many thousands of manhours have poured
into this project.
The initial Work Study Group studies brought forth some inter-
esting statistics. One report of a Destroyer Squadron revealed the
following information on preventive maintenance actually conducted aboard
the ships involved.
^U. S. Department of the Navy, OPNAV Instruction 4700.16A ,
1 August 1963.
*U. S. Department of the Navy, Work Study Group Report of Desron




Planned Maintenance System Manhours








360 Manhours per month per
ship
16 Manhours per day per
ship
4 Minutes per man per
day.
the ships were averaging 15£ of the
standard planned maintenance as required by the Maintenance Requirement
Card. This sample may only be a chance item, but indications from other
ships on an informal basis indicate this has been the pattern of planned
maintenance throughout the fleet. Figure 15 is an example of a report
on one piece of electronic equipment made by the same Work Study Group.
^
From this graph the indications are that the greater the percentage
of planned maintenance the smaller total of hours are used in all main-
tenance. Originally the Planned Maintenance System was installed on ships
in the engineering department only. Gradually the plan was expanded to
include all departments of a ship or unit that is involved in the 3-M
system. The entire installation schedule is to be completed by October
1966. To date the installation has adhered to schedule and the target
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The application of the maintenance portion was no great problem,
as existing programs* were utilised and extended in the Navy Maintenance
and Material Management program. The installation of the maintenance
program in the Navy has been contracted to a private concern, the Stanwick
Corporation, Arlington, Virginia.
The data collection for the Maintenance and .Material Management
program was entirely new as it does not extend any existing reporting
systems. The Maintenance Data Collection System was entirely new so
suffered the growing pains of any new program. After determination of
the data required, written instructions on the requirements had to be
distributed to the fleet. A way had to be found to adapt processing
the new data into the Automatic Data Processing system in existence. To
this end larger ships such as carriers and tenders were utilized to con-
vert raw data into punch cards, as the smaller ships did not possess the
necessary equipment. At present the cards are still being punched at a
central activity, but in April 1965 a device will be tested to check the
feasibility of locating a punching unit on beard each unit involved in
the 3-M program. This device is being tested by the Bureau of Supplies
and Accounts and is about the size of an electric typewriter. It will
also be used aboard the smaller ships for personnel accounting, requisition
of materials, parts ordering and the maintenance data requirements of the
program.
^Planned Maintenance System for ships and Maintenance Requirements
Card for Aviation units.
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Schools have been set up to teach shinboard personnel how to
handle the necessary forms and charts and to indicate the benefits of
the prograns. As always, an educational program must be installed
to show the participants that a change in the way of doing things can
be of benefit. It must be shown that the old ways were not providing
the necessary results required in a modern complex Vsvy,
The schedule of Maintenance Data Collection System installation
is lagging a little behind the other parts of the prolans but is scheduled
for comolete Installation by December 1966. The schedule is as follows:
Ship T5 pe Fleet Date of Completion
Destroyers Atlantic June 1965
Destroyers Pacific June 1965
Nine Craft Atlantic September 1965
Mine Craft Pacific September 1965
Submarines Atlantic January i960
Submarines Pacific January 1966
Carriers Atlantic March 1966
Carriers Pacific March 1966
Service Forces Atlantic September 1966
Service Forces Pacific September 1966
Amphibious Forces Atlantic December 1966
Amphibious Forces Pacific December 1966
Tenders Atlantic January 1966
Tenders Pacific January 1966
The complete installation could be delayed on the smaller ships
as the test of the punch card equipment will determine how soon such
equipment can be purchased and delivered. Until the installation of
the punch card equipment is completed the small users will continue to
have cards punched at a larger installation. Data cards will be sent
to a Maintenance Data Computer Center at Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania.
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All data will be processed and final reports will be distributed from
this central point.
In addition to the reports required by the Technical Bureaus,
Type and Fleet Commanders, a ship will get a monthly feedback report.





(e) Error Analysis Listings
(f
)
Ratio of scheduled to unscheduled maintenance




It appears the monthly feedback report to the individual ships
will be the most beneficial of the data gathered. From this report a
ship can schedule training, maintenance and history of the equipment
used. The reports to bureaus and senior commanders will indicate a rela-
tive picture of the entire force, whereas a ship will have individual
data for its immediate benefit.
Questions
As this paper is concluded, the following questions emerge about
certain asoects of the Drogram:
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1. How can the commanding officer of a ship be s\ire that all
the maintenance performed is included on hie report?
2. How can a ship get Fireman Jones to fill out a Maintenance
Data Collection Card QPMAV 4700. 2B, when he is covered with
dirt from being in the bottom of a ship working on a Fuel
Oil Pump seal? He must get the necessary forme and code
information onto the card fros. two or three different sources.
V/oulc it be easier to forget the paperwork after the puuip
works again and go get cleaned up?
3. What is to be done in the areas where technical assistance
personnel is required, when most ehips do not come close to
having their allowance now?
4. Has the Chief of Naval Operations set down a standard require-
ment on data from the type commanders? If not, what will
happen when one of the Technical Bureaus v.ants to know how
many K 2/10 S radios have failed in the last year?
5. Do the senior coataanders really believe a Single Reporting
System can be designed that will be able to supply the minute
details from a ship that are required today?
The question of simple instructions and elimination of details as
proposed in these programs is excellent in theory, but a parallel project
should also be undertaken to see how much useless information is gathered
as a convenience. This could veil be the subject of a research paper at
some time in the future after the programs discussed here have been estab-
lished and had time to prove their functional worth.

65
The concept of this paper was a study of new program* that have
been introduced to the Navy, or programs that are under consideration
for future introduction. These tools for management have been designed
to produce efficiency of maintenance, manpower utilization and to in-
crease operational readiness, "alien tested, the 3-M program has demon-
strated that properly planned maintenance will subi3Lii.-i3.lly reduce the
overall total maintenance costs. The Single Readiness Reporting System
is still a goal to be achieved, and its total impact will not be known
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